
Model No. Dimensions Weight Dog age Size:Medium Material

33159 35 x 23 cm 203g Puppy,Adult For Dogs 15-35 lbs Polyester, Synthetic Fabric

Heao Group is a dedicated supplier in China, committed to providing our customers with the highest 
quality crinkling plush toy for dogs at a reasonable price.Give your pooch the noisy playtime fun he 
loves with this funny and cute plush dog toys. The specially designed scrunchy body is pullable,which 
can provide the dog with endless fun.

Adorable Raccoon Design:
This crinkling plush toy for dog takes the form 
of an endearing raccoon, captivating your pup's 
heart with its cute appearance. The head of the 
raccoon is filled with plush stuffing, providing a 
snuggly texture that your dog will love to 
snuggle and cuddle with.
 
Entertaining Crinkle Ears:
The raccoon's ears are designed with crinkle 
paper, creating a fascinating rustling sound when 
touched or squeezed. These oversized ears add 
an extra element of fun and interactivity to 
playtime, stimulating your dog's curiosity and 
encouraging play.
 
Stretchy and Elastic Body:
The real magic lies in the raccoon's body, which 
is made with stretchable and elastic materials. 
This unique feature allows the toy to be stretched 
and elongated, providing hours of interactive 
amusement for your furry companion. Inside the 
body, you'll discover more crinkle paper, 
producing a satisfying "crunch" sound when 
stretched or touched, adding to the sensory 
excitement.
 

 

 

More style is coming soon...

Crafted with Care and Durability:
Our crinkling toy is expertly crafted with 
meticulous attention to detail, ensuring both its 
cuteness and sturdiness. The plush materials used 
give the toy a soft and huggable exterior, making 
it a perfect cuddle buddy for your dog during 
quiet moments.
 
Our crinkling plush toy offers the perfect 
combination of cuddliness and interactive play. 
With its adorable raccoon design, captivating 
crinkle ears and body, stretchable and elastic play 
features, and skilled craftsmanship, this toy is 
sure to become your pup's new favorite playmate. 
Treat your furry friend to this delightful and 
playful raccoon toy, and watch as they wag their 
tail with joy and delight during their playtime 
adventures!
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